where G is a compact quantum group, and Γ is a discrete quantum group.
The free analogues of C(U (n)), C(O(n)), C(S n ) are the universal Hopf C * -algebras A u (n), A o (n), A s (n), constructed by Wang in the 90's:
A u (n) = C * (u ij | u = unitary,ū = unitary) A o (n) = C * (u ij | u =ū = unitary) A s (n) = C * (u ij | u = magic biunitary)
Here u = u ij is a n × n matrix, andū = u * ij . The magic biunitarity condition says that all entries u ij are projections, and on each row and each column of u these projections are orthogonal, and sum up to 1. See [1] for details.
The fundamental question is: who are these algebras?
In other words, we would like to have models for A u (n), A o (n), A s (n), where generators u ij correspond to explicit operators, say in some known C * -algebra.
Theorem 1. We have the following models for Wang's algebras: -an embedding
Here the middle assertions are easy, and provide models for A o (2), A s (2), A s (3). The first assertion is proved in my thesis, and reduces study of A u (n) to that of A o (n) (in particular, we get a model for A u (2)). As for the last assertion, this is based on a realisation of the universal 4 × 4 magic biunitary matrix, obtained with S. Moroianu by using the magics of Pauli matrices [4] .
All proofs are based on the following key lemma. Here χ(w) = w 11 + w 22 + . . .+ w nn is the character of w = w ij . In the self-adjoint case the spectral measure of χ(w) is the real probability measure coming from Haar integration; in the general case, it is the * -distribution.
The key lemma tells us that in order to find models for A u (n), A o (n), A s (n), the very first thing to be done is to compute the spectral measure of χ(u). This was done by myself in the 90's, with the following conclusion.
Theorem 2. We have the following spectral measures:
-for
This gives some indication about where to look for models (and that is how theorem 1 was found!), but in general, the fundamental problem is still there.
The recent work [1, 2, 3] focuses on three related problems.
A first natural question is to find analogues of theorem 2, for other classes of universal Hopf algebras. One would like of course to investigate "simplest" such Hopf algebras, and according to general theory of Jones and Bisch-Jones (the "2-box" philosophy), these are algebras A(X), with X finite graph.
If X is a finite graph having n vertices, the algebra A(X) is by definition the quotient of A s (n) by the commutation relation [u, d] = 0, where d is the Laplacian of X. This algebra A(X) corresponds to a so-called quantum permutation group.
In joint work with J. Bichon [1] we investigate several formulae of type µ(X × Y ) = µ(X) × µ(Y ), where µ(Z) is the spectral measure of the character of A(Z). In particular we obtain evidence for the following conjecture.
Conjecture 1. We have an equality of spectral measures
where X, Y are colored graphs, X * Y is obtained by "putting a copy of X at each vertex of Y ", and ⊠ is Voiculescu's free multiplicative convolution.
We prove this statement in two simple situations: one using work of Bisch-Jones and Landau, the other one using work of Nica-Speicher and Voiculescu. In the general case we have no proof, but we suspect that our free product operation * is a a graph-theoretic version of the free product operation for planar algebras discovered by Bisch and Jones. See the report of Bisch in these Proceedings.
A second natural question is to find finer versions of theorem 2, with χ(u) replaced by arbitrary coefficients of u. This would no doubt give more indication about what models for A u (n), A o (n), A s (n) should look like.
We are currently investigating this problem, in joint work with B. Collins [3] . The idea is to use an old idea of Weingarten, recently studied in much detail by Collins and Sniady, for classical groups. So far, we have several results for A o (n), including a general integration formula, and a formula for moments of diagonal coefficients of the form o sn = u 11 + . . . + u ss . As a corollary, the normalised variable (n/s) 1/2 o sn with n → ∞ is asymptotically semicircular. We are trying now to get more information about o sn , along with some similar results for variables u sn , s sn , corresponding to A u (n), A s (n).
A third natural question is whether similar problems can be asked about subfactors. A much studied invariant of subfactors (Jones, Bisch-Jones) is a series with integer coefficients, called Poincaré series. In case the subfactor comes from a Hopf C * -algebra (A, v), the Poincaré series is nothing but the Stieltjes transform of the spectral measure of χ(v). In other words, the question is to compute the measure-theoretic version of the Poincaré series, for various subfactors.
We investigate this problem for subfactors of index ≤ 4, in joint work with D. Bisch [2] . These are known to be classified by ADE graphs. We use Jones' change of variables z = q/(1 + q)
2 : at level of measures, this leads to consideration of a certain probability measure ε supported by the unit circle, that we call spectral measure of the graph. Our key remark is that ε is given by a nice formula.
Theorem 4. The spectral measures of AD graphs are given by
′ n are the uniform measures on the unit circle, on 2n-th roots of unity, and on 4n-th roots of unity of odd order, and α(u) = 2Im(u)
2 .
